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AREA MEETING MEETING FOR WORSHIP AT MINEHEAD 18.6.17
As we gathered at Minehead the children started their session outside. Then they came in carrying trays of beautiful flowers and
offered us one each. Each flower was different and we were invited to spend a few moments enjoying the one we were given,
before, one by one, we stood to put our flower in the big jug of water on the table in the centre. Slowly the bouquet came together.
As the jug filled we had to wiggle the flowers so that there was room for all. People instantly stepped forward when others needed
help to make their contribution. The whole process took place in moving silence and then as we sat with the completed bouquet
the ministry began. We saw the way that each of us, in our individuality, had a place in forming the community as a whole.
Part of QF&P 10.03 about our meetings being communities was read, matching Advices and Queries 22 about the
uniqueness of each person that had been read at the beginning of meeting.
As we enjoyed lunch together the bouquet stood on the windowsill with the sun pouring through the blossoms.
Thank you to Minehead for making us all so welcome and offering us such a simple but thought-provoking activity.
Dawn and John Hampshire
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MINUTES OF WEST SOMERSET AREA QUAKER MEETING JULY 15TH 2017
17/57 Reading:
Advices and Queries Number 31 was read in our Meeting today.
17/58 Representatives:
Pip Harris
Bridgwater
Burnham on Sea
Ilminster
Minehead
Spiceland
Taunton
Wellington
Elder

The South West’s “Vibrancy in Meeting” Contact.
Gilly Lee
Beverly Hirchfeld.
Unable to appoint.
Anna Mullett
Margaret Stenhouse.
Christina Lawson
Chris Lawson.
Pat Robertson
Sheila Whitlock.
Peter Burgoine
Fran Hicks.
Brian Collingridge
Avril Silk.
No-one appointed

17/59 Minutes of record:
(a) Marriage: We record the Marriage of Matthew Paul Ensor and Margaret Elizabeth King on Saturday 20 th May at a Meeting
for Worship held at Tithe Barn, Dunster.
(b) Interment of ashes: The ashes of Dorothy Seton Rowntree, of North Somerset AM and formerly of our AM, were interred at
Milverton Burial Ground on July 1st 2017.
17/60 Membership Matters:
(a) Transfer: Sarah Hemmings has asked to transfer from Bristol Area Meeting to our AM and to Wellington Local Meeting. We
agree to this and ask Fran Hicks to welcome her and her family.
(b) Applications:
Ali Dominy (Spiceland LM): We have heard the report from the Friends appointed by Business Team to visit Ali and are
glad to accept her into Membership. We ask Gilly Lee to welcome her on behalf of Area Meeting.
Charles Henderson (Taunton LM): We have heard the report from the Friends appointed by Business Team to visit
Charles and are glad to accept him into Membership. We ask Kathy Gollin to welcome him on behalf of Area Meeting.
17/61 Appointment of a Meeting for Worship for the Solemnisation of Marriage:
We have heard the report from Gilly Lee regarding Sarah Jane Pascall (formerly Hemmings) and Philip Stephen Sorrell and
agree that a Meeting for Worship for the Solemnisation of Marriage should take place at Wellington Meeting House on Saturday
28th of October, starting between 2.30 and 3.00 pm and appoint Christina Lawson and Chris Lawson as our representatives.
17/62 Life of Meeting Reports:
(a) Spiceland LM:
We thank Spiceland Local Meeting for their Report.
(b) Minehead LM:
This Report was delivered at the last Area Meeting for Worship held at Minehead.
Both of these ‘Life of Meeting Reports’ will appear in full in the Area Meeting Newsletter.
17/63 Area Meeting Representatives’ Reports:
(a) Sidcot General Meeting: We heard from Chris Lawson of Kate Warren’s attendance at Sidcot General Meeting (a positive
experience). Kate’s report will appear in the Area Newsletter and Kate hopes to give her report at the next Area Meeting.
(b) Sidcot GM has written to us asking for names of possible members of Sidcot General Meeting’s Nominations Committee
who, once appointed, would provide names of people from our AM to serve Sidcot as needs arise.
We ask our Nominations Committee to suggest some names.
(c) QPSW Report:
We heard a report from Matt Wall on the QPSW Spring Conference. Matt found out a lot about the work of QPSW and in
turn we learned from Matt. Matt’s full report will appear in our Newsletter with a list of suggested actions.
We heard from Pip Harris of related activities, specific to the South West, that we might join and of the availability of a
QPSW Newsletter.
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Fran Hicks offered to report following BYM Gathering at our next full Area Meeting which we agreed to.
We hope to discuss what we might do next.
(d) Work of ‘Quaker Life’:
We heard a report from Margaret Stenhouse our Representative to ‘Quaker Life’.
A useful definition of ‘In-reach’ was given namely, “A strengthening of the vitality of a Quaker Meeting by sharing Spirit-given
gifts”.
The full report will appear in our Newsletter.
(e) Meeting for Sufferings:
In the absence of Malcolm Elliott, we heard a resume of the report from Huw Morgan.
The report itself is very wide-ranging and the full report will appear in our Newsletter.
17/64 Outreach and the future of ‘Outreach Group’:
We heard from Kathy Gollin that the original letter regarding the future of ‘Outreach Group’ may have been pitched too
negatively and that a great deal had in fact been achieved by ‘Outreach Group’ since it was set up in 2005.
From the first ‘Quaker Quest’ arranged by ‘Outreach Group’ a vital lesson was learned - that ‘In-reach’ must precede
‘Outreach’.
Minute:
We agree to discontinue ‘Outreach Group’ as such and ask the Business Team to appoint one, or two, people from
within its Membership, or to second such people as may be required, to be responsible for ‘Outreach’ and its budget.
Local Meetings should be encouraged to use their own initiative with regard to ‘Outreach’ and to contact the Business
Team-appointed personnel when necessary.
We thank ‘Outreach Group’ for its unstinting work and service during the last twelve years.
17/65 Green Advisory Group:
We heard from John Ainsworth, the convener of Green Advisory Group, regarding the reasons why a name change was
felt necessary.
Minute:
We agree that the ‘Green Advisory Group’ should be renamed ‘Earth Action Group’.
17/66 Closing Minute:
We thank Spiceland Meeting for their hospitality today and look forward to meeting again at Ilminster for an Area Meeting
for Worship on August 20th and at Taunton for a Special Area Meeting on the subject of “Homelessness” on September 16th.
17/67 Notices:
A series of evening meetings on the subject of “Hearts and Minds” will be held at Taunton Meeting House from September
1st onwards - the Meeting to commence at 7.00 pm.
Huw Morgan and Phil Parratt (July 18th 2017)

REPORT ON MEETING FOR SUFFERINGS JUNE 3RD 2017
This meeting was my first as one of your representatives, though I had been at Sufferings some years back, before the
introduction of Trustees and of the Management Committee. For me ‘all things had become new’ and I was greatly impressed.
Friends House itself looks more inviting. The old rather bedraggled rose garden has been replaced by a carefully designed green
space, with low stone walls that provide additional seating for anyone wanting to enjoy some peace in the open air. Meeting for
Sufferings now meets in the George Fox Room, a pleasant and well-equipped room, far more conducive to discussion and
deliberation than the old Small Meeting Room, and the restaurant and other facilities are all much more attractive and conducive to
comfort, although I must say the seating still reminded me of the traditional hard wooden benches
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Our first business was to consider the practice of reading out names of former members of Sufferings who had passed
away since the previous meeting. The clerk had hoped for guidance from Area meetings, but of the six replies, three were in favour
of continuing the practice and three against, so this would be left on the table and further comments should be sent to the
Arrangements Committee by September 4th.
A report from the Quaker Committee for Christian and Inter-faith Relations (QCCIR) gave us insight into many examples
of positive co-operation between Quakers and other church groups. A Banbury Friend told us about day with input from other
faiths, including Sikhs with ‘enormously long swords’. Newcastle Friends had a ‘Space to Share’ meeting in the city centre, inviting
anyone to join them in meditation, and a Cornish Friend told us they had recently heard a first rate talk from an academic at
Lancaster University on religious faith in Britain today. Friends might also note the great praise given to Nicky Jones, a speaker on
Climate Change and on fracking, who spoke recently to Bristol Meeting.
A Friend from Swarthmore told us of the tendency for employment in the nuclear industry to dominate discussion, so that
even among the local clergy there was support for building more warships and for burying nuclear waste in Cumbria. A Friend from
Liverpool told us about their meeting on Mindfulness, free every Tuesday, and their good fortune in having premises close to the
city centre.
Trustees’ financial report was very satisfactory, largely on account of legacies received, but a word of warning came with
regard to plans for HS2 which might cause considerable disruption to Friends House, which, as many of us know, is directly
opposite Euston station.
Our Faith in the Future led to sharing many examples of what local meetings are doing to demonstrate their faith in the
future of Quakerism, and there was much praise for the leaflet produced by Friends, helping us to express our faith in action.
With reference to the work of Central Nominations Committee, we were all asked to impress on our local meetings the
great amount of time this demands of its members and to urge local meetings not to expect Friends on this committee to undertake
any other work for the Society. Several members had been forced to resign because of the great amount of work involved.
The last matter that came before us was a minute from Kingston and Wandsworth concerning the role of Central
management and the Trustees. This was, in essence, a return to the old fear that the two new bodies would render the Meeting for
Sufferings itself a ‘rubber stamp’ for decisions already taken. In my view this is a criticism of Sufferings and of Friends in their
meetings if they allow it to happen. The Trustees and the central committee do a tremendous amount of work which frees the
Meeting for Sufferings itself from the rather wearisome routine business that used to take up most of its time. All in all, I found the
new arrangements, as well as the re-furbished Friends House, much to my liking and I thank Friends for enabling me to enjoy the
experience.
Malcolm Elliott
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LIFE OF SPICELAND 2016
This year we continued our experiment which began in 2015 of having a Central Group to incorporate the duties of Elders and
Overseers and to coordinate the work of our other groups e.g. Events. Clerking duties are also shared with a link to the Central
Group. Our purpose has been to share the burdens of office more equally and to provide cover when individual friends are
struggling with their responsibilities.
Overall we believe that for us the Central Group initiative is a good way forward.
There has been a small increase in attendance at Meeting for Worship on Sundays and two attenders successfully
applied for membership. For us Spiceland is a special place and it attracts a variety of visitors whom we welcome. It does however
require a lot of work in the background but we believe it is really worthwhile. Coincidentally with our Central Group initiative, our
Meetings for Worship for Business have become less protracted and more members now attend them. In time we hope that we can
reach out to put more energy into our Area activities and to help the Trustees.
Our Elders have led us to grow in spirit and to encourage us to take notice of national initiatives. Some of our members
went to the Yearly Meeting in London in July 2016. In October we began a series of monthly evening meetings to follow the outline
of the course 'Our Faith in the Future'. These meetings at Spiceland have been well attended and we pay tribute to those from
other meetings who struggled through the dark lanes to find us.
Another initiative at Spiceland has been the revival after many years of a Children's Meeting in the guise of All Age
Worship. Two of us did some research before the experimental meeting in July. To our surprise we had an attendance of around
30 of whom some two thirds were most definitely of the younger generation. Activities included exploring of natural and manmade
objects, making stories, colouring, and opening of floating messages. The experiment was so successful that we have decided to
repeat All Age Worship on a two-monthly basis. The second such meeting coincided with our camping weekend in September.
There we had more than 20 campers in the Long Close with story telling around a fire in the light of the Harvest Moon.
In summer, Events Group were active in arranging in a music-themed Garden Party. Book Share lunches are another new
feature. In September we again opened up for two days at Heritage Weekend when over 70 visitors had the opportunity to study a
display illustrating Peace Building work in Africa; to learn something about our Quaker way of life; and to go on a guided walk. Teas
with scones and cakes are an ever popular feature of such occasions.
Although the death of friends grieves us we were glad that the families of Hugh Bazley and Carrie Grant chose our new
Burial Ground as their place of interment.
John Bell, Ali Dominy and Pat Ebdon
FREE TO A GOOD HOME!

Quaker tapestry kit and instruction book - cost £45
Contact Zoe Ainsworth Grigg if interested.
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REPORT OF QUAKER LIFE COUNCIL APRIL 2017
The theme of the weekend was “Helping Seekers find Quakers- Being worth the finding”. You may remember the questions I sent
out about this. Thank you to those who replied.
There were hundreds of replies from all over the country and they are at present being collated so that we can get a
general view of Friends’ feelings.
We spent the weekend exploring these questions in small groups and workshops. The aim was not to provide solutions or
new plans for our Local or Area Meetings, more to re-energise our enthusiasm in being a Quaker and letting our lives speak.
The three speakers on Saturday morning were excellent. They were Alistair Fuller, head of the Ministry and Outreach
team, Kevin Redpath from Street Meeting and Joannie Harrison, Chaplain at Peterborough City Hospital.
The one thing I want to bring back to Friends is that I was reminded that Outreach and Inreach are all part of the same
process. It is no good saying that our Meeting needs more life so we need to do some Outreach without thinking about our inward
needs.
It was pointed out that Inreach is not a recognised word in the dictionary. The following was suggested as a possible
definition:
Inreach (n)
Pertaining to the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers).
Strengthening the vitality of a Quaker Meeting through the sharing of Spirit-given gifts.
In his 2014 Swarthmore lecture Ben Pink Dandelion said that a Spirit-given gift is any ability which helps build the spiritual
community. When we use our gifts we are fulfilling our ministry most effectively.
On Saturday evening the film “Friendly Persuasion” was shown. For anyone who has not heard of this film, it was made in
1956 and starred Gary Cooper as the father of an American Quaker family during the time of the Civil war. It gave an excellent
picture of what it was like to be a Quaker at that time. The message it conveyed of refusing to take part in all wars and how it can
appear that conscientious objectors are relying on others to protect them from the enemy is as relevant today as it was then. It
brought home to me that Jesus’s message of ‘love thy enemy’ must be one of the most difficult to follow.
Various clips from the film "Friendly Persuasion" are available to view on YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGo3VY9gclE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XUwKB3cwiY

Margaret Stenhouse

(This clip entitled Quakers in the Movies might be of interest:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s7MYhlqeE6Q Ed.)

A HELPING HAND
One way to support the homeless and get into a conversation with someone on the streets is to save up any loyalty
cards from coffee shops and give them a full card so they can go and claim a hot drink.
(Bumbles Café in Magdalene Lane, Taunton, has a system where you can contribute towards food and drink for
someone in need. Ed )
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PRINCIPLES FOR A NEW ECONOMY - A SUMMARY
1. The purpose of the economy is the enhancement of all life, human and non-human.
2. We do not over-consume the earth’s resources.
3. All (including future beings) have an equal right to access and make use of global commons such as land, soil, water, air, and
the biosphere’s capacity to process greenhouse gases, within the limits of what is sustainable.
4. Everyone needs time and resources to participate in community life.
5. The well-being of people and planet are not sacrificed to preserve profits or reduce national deficits.
6. Since money plays such a key role in the economy, it is created under democratic control, for positive social benefit rather than
private profit.
7. A fundamental equality is recognised, not limited by race, gender or social origin.
8. The tax system redistributes from richer to poorer, with richer people paying a greater proportion of their income.
9. Businesses are structured and owned in a variety of ways. Cooperatives and community-owned enterprises form a large part of
the economy as well as private and national ownership.
10. A revitalised, participative and more truly representative democracy is key to our peaceful and prosperous coexistence
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IMAGES FROM THE NEW ECONOMY WORKSHOP HELD AT SPICELAND IN JUNE 2017
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TEN WAYS TO SUPPORT QUAKER PEACE and SOCIAL WITNESS
Shared by Matt Wall
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Bearing witness against fracking in Lancashire

Exposing the arms expo in Hereford

Mulberry Tree Community Garden, Tottenham

Supporting Bristol, City of Sanctuary
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QUAKER PEACE AND SOCIAL WITNESS SPRING CONFERENCE 2017
I was first drawn to Quakers because of the clear standpoint on issues such as peace, justice and sustainability and so it seemed a
great opportunity to find out more by going to the QPSW Spring Conference.
What I quickly became aware of was that this was not just a case of listening to the experts at the front – this call for
peace and social witness seemed to be lived out in real and tangible ways by all the other delegates that I talked with. There was a
genuine sense of a shared movement and that the QPSW staff were there to enable local Meetings as well as to represent them.
I learned that QPSW is one of five departments in Britain Yearly Meeting and has 27 staff. The committee has a really
broad remit, covering a whole range of issues on behalf of all of us, including:
- International Work – including the Ecumenical Accompaniment Programme
- Social Action Training
- Peace Work
- Social Justice
- Economic Justice
- Sustainability
There was not time to find out about each project and activity as there are so many of them! A lot of the conference time
was self-directed, choosing groups to attend and speaking to people in a semi-structured way. I also learned huge amounts simply
by chatting to people at meal times and finding out about their different passions and areas of activism.
I was particularly impressed with the Peace Worker Internship scheme – it was interesting to see the variety of
organisations that interns were placed with and how this supported a range of good causes at the same time as providing such
valuable work experience.
Other highlights for me included: hearing from a Friend about her activism in campaigning about landmines; hearing about
the research and policy work a Friend was doing for Caroline Lucas MP; and finding out more about the difference being made by
the courageous Ecumenical Accompaniers in Palestine.
I left the conference feeling very motivated but also a little overwhelmed! With so many worthwhile strands of work, what
could I do to contribute and which areas should I be focussing on?
There are however lots of ways of gaining that focus. I have enjoyed being able to follow QPSW updates on Facebook. I
am also aware that there are newsletters available and even an offer from staff to come and speak to Meetings. QPSW also offer
grants to support and enable local work which seems like a great way to get new initiatives off the ground.
As I quietly reflect on this and think about how ideas might translate into action, I have found this prayer from Francis of
Assisi to be a useful starting point:
“Lord, make me a channel of your peace”.
Matt Wall

Christian prayer/hymn attributed to St Francis but now believed to have been written c.1912
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GIVE US A BREAK
“Attend to what love requires of you, which may not be great busyness”. A & Q 28.
Quaker discourse, writing and action is, for the most part and understandably, sinewy and serious. We live in a world full of trouble
and there is more than enough work demanding our attention. And Quaker writing is often somewhat solemn with light only to be
found refulgent at the end of a grim tunnel. We are told of a broken world and individuals crying out for healing. We are exhorted to
act. And that is all right and proper – and yet and yet – there's a small nagging voice murmuring, somewhat apprehensively, "Oh,
for Heaven's sake give us a break!"
We are advised to bring the whole of our lives "under the ordering of the spirit of Christ," and this surely means not just
serious engagement with spiritual, emotional and political issues but the whole bang shoot: including the fecklessness, foolishness
and frippery (according to our situation) of youth, middle and old age. And this does not mean respite from the hard business of life
merely to render our serious labours more effective but respite for the sake of itself.
As an old man I can still delight in being alive (with almost the same abandon as that of a child skipping down the road for
the sheer joy of finding itself incorporated), and occupying a body that, despite weapons-grade decrepitude, can still do many
wonderful things. So not only do I enjoy the modest triumph of a gouty hobbling down to the Co-op for the Saturday Guardian but I
have learnt anew also the pleasures of inactivity; being warm in bed and lying in late while the world outside gets on with the
business of the day; lounging in front of the television later than is good for me; enjoying jokes and fantasy air-miles (flights of the
imagination); oh and the joys, after a lifetime of meaningful endeavour, of fudging, bodging and procrastination.
I do not wish to give the impression that I spend all my time slopping around but certainly when I feel like slopping around
I give the matter some serious consideration. And all this does no one the least harm, indeed, may play a small part in the
reduction of global warming (the less time I spend dashing about and the more time occupying my bed of a morning the smaller my
carbon footprint).
Somewhat circuitously I'm getting round to the suggestion that, among many virtuous activities, the Spirit inclines us also
to a revitalising indolence and enjoyment of inconsequential fun. Keeping our noses constantly and resolutely to the grindstone is, I
believe, silly poor gospel. Common sense demands that while we engage seriously with the world (when we need to and can) we
maintain, indeed cherish, the carefree zest of bunking off.
The Spirit is also in lightness of spirit.
John Anderson
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WORK STUDY METHOD FOR PROBLEM-SOLVING
John Butcher is an Attender at Wellington meeting.
The series of articles he has written are his personal views.
I have already covered ‘EXAMINE’ and am now ready to ‘DEVELOP’ the subject ‘Survival of the Human Race.’ I
deliberately try to stick to the truth in the light of my observations and supporting statements I believe to be facts.
My initial observations indicate that the Spirit has been driven to create us now, after millions of years of
species creation. In general these have become more complex with time and some have been very successful; so
successful in fact that they have exterminated themselves as resources they fed on have depleted. The elimination of
dinosaur species is a typical example. I suggest this behaviour is not controlled by the Spirit; but is self-inflicted.
Here I am forced to ask myself the obvious question – has the Spirit created us now deliberately in order to
control these effects? I have heard it suggested that, if we wished, we could not only control our own population, we
could control that of any other species on the planet Earth based on the knowledge we have gained from the past. The
key to success is to follow the Spirit’s guidance exactly, in spite of what we may think about ‘survival of the fittest.’ In fact
we are never alone; the Spirit is always present to respond to our needs. We just have to discern the guidance which
has been developed for each of us individually.
I considered ‘religion‘, to ascertain if it can be of any help. I observe that the really impressive leaders of
different religions in the past exhibited an excellent communication with the Spirit. They referred to' God', 'Allah,
'Jehovah' et cetera as the Spirit, and their comments are well recorded in the literature. These were very relevant in the
age they were living in. They felt they were being exploited by a wealthy elite at a time when poverty was as common as
it is now.
Worshippers were encouraged to help others as well as their friends. This allowed those who had been helped
to be able to help others. Nowhere is an attitude of helping yourself at others, or the environment’s, expense,
encouraged.
I believe it is important now to realise the Spirit is not 'magic', and is not there to be blamed for our mistakes.
We are here to solve any problems as we see them, and preserve our beautiful environment. We are both the cause
and solution to most difficulties nowadays, I believe. Interestingly, some religions were exploited by those in charge for
the benefit of the elite, who were well off as a result. The obvious incentive for us at the moment is our, and our
communities’, survival. Natural effects cannot solve the situations we are in today as they did in the past.
When I study the past, I note that indigenous people instinctively followed a self-taught religion when they
observed the effects of life and death, and their own personal effect on their environment. For instance, in some
communities, any disabled people, or babies with illnesses, were regarded as a burden to the tribe.
As civilisation slowly developed, the role of women became vital in all religions. Later, in Roman times, men
took charge of directing behaviour as inheritance became more important in survival. Examining the geography of the
times shows how civilisations could change as the planet became warmer and ice melted, raising sea levels. Some
cities were drowned!
This is probably a good time to finish and prepare a sequel describing how Quakers coped with this situation
through their religious faith.
John Butcher
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PURPLE FIELD PRODUCTIONS
making films - making a difference
JULY 2017

KENYA: Challenging perceptions
Salome and her assistant Senior continue their unstoppable campaign to get as many people as possible into the audience to see
the PFP film Lisilojulikana. The film, which challenges prejudices against cerebral palsy in Kenya, continues to have a truly
amazing impact: Salome reports many inspiring and moving stories about families who have brought disabled children out into
society for the first time and found treatment and therapy for them as a direct result of seeing the film.
We want to back Salome to the hilt in her efforts to get the film out to as many people as possible, so we are now
embarking on a new programme which should help us stretch our limited distribution budget much further.
We have found two distribution partners, St Peter’s Life-Line, who work in Tharaka Nithi County, and Disability Africa who
are based in Malanga, near Malindi.
Salome has wasted no time in travelling to Malanga to begin work, with a series of screenings which reached over 1300
people. Once again, she reports a powerful reaction from audiences, with stories of schools refusing entry to disabled children, and
deaf children or those with epilepsy being locked up at home.
Disability Africa say they are ‘delighted’ with the project and describe Salome’s work in Malanga as ‘very successful’. They
are following up Salome’s reports of children they did not previously know about due to their isolation.
We are looking for more distribution partners to work with in Kenya - other organisations with the same concerns as us for
disabled people in the country who would like to share the costs of Salome and Senior undertaking a two week screening tour in
their area. So if anyone knows of any organisations in Kenya who may make suitable partners please do let us know!
SIERRA LEONE: Cassava just keeps winning!
Colin Stevens has now carried out the DVD authoring and devised a brilliant design for box, wrapper and disc – so “Cassava is a
Winner” is now complete! The film, crewed entirely by local film makers trained by PFP, focusses on cassava – one of the most
useful and widely-grown crops in the area – as a way for farmers to recover the livelihoods they lost during the 2014/15 Ebola
epidemic in Sierra Leone. Copying of the DVD will happen in-country, to avoid import duties, and distribution starts straight away.
As a direct result of their experience in making ‘Cassava is a Winner’ and other PFP films, Future View Film Group have
won a number of paid commissions to make films for other organisations too. PFP is planning to continue to support FVFG with
training from experienced film makers, and is also funding a film which the group plan to make this year and which is likely to be of
enormous benefit to the community in Sierra Leone. PFP are therefore currently recruiting for a really good Production Supervisor
to send out to Sierra Leone to mentor the group during the production process.
SENEGAL Film training continues
The Kambein Film Group have now finished their film ‘L’Etat Civile’, all about the importance of registering new births in Senegal.
The experience has made them really enthusiastic to continue practising and using their skills, so they have filmed a musical,
baptism and wedding so far, much to the delight of local villagers!
The group are about to begin their third year of training and are already busy planning their next project, an educational
film to be made this winter. One option they are considering is a film addressing the issue of child marriage. PFP are now working
to recruit an editor who can train the film group so they’ll be able to edit their films themselves in the future.
MALAWI Solar powered screenings
The ever-reliable and enthusiastic Alfred Mtapaonga continues to forge ahead with his programme of screening the film
Mbeu Yosintha (‘Seeds of Change’) using the PFP solar powered cinema across an increasingly wide area of Malawi. During April
and May, he organized a further two screenings near his base in Ntchisi District, reaching another 345 people; the film, which helps
farmers and rural communities cope with the effects of climate change in south east Africa, has now reached over 700 additional
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people. Alfred also plans to branch out and double his film repertoire after receiving a copy of PFP’s HIV awareness film, Mawa
Langa (‘My Tomorrow’) which he’s very keen to show as well.
PURPLE FIELD PRODUCTIONS in the press
There is a wonderful 4-page spread in the June 2017 edition (Volume 44, No 2) of the magazine 'Appropriate Technology' about
how Purple Field Productions began and how it has progressed. ‘Films for Progress Go Digital’, by consultant editor George
Macpherson, is printed under 'Special Features' in the section titled 'Information & Communication Technology' (pp 26-29). He
reports on “one organisation that started with the proceeds of selling a field, and is now operating in some ten countries across
Asia and Africa'. It truly is a great article about the fantastic work that PFP does and how we are making change through film.
UK NEWS
Fundraising - We have just held another very successful and ever popular Book Sale in Ilminster, which raised a grand total of
£442.75. Thank you to Peter for organising this and to everyone who helped out on the day.
Gift Aid - The annual gift aid claim has just gone in to HMRC and we have just had confirmation that this has enabled us to reclaim
the grand sum of £1684.50! This is made up from the wonderful support of donors through monthly/annual Standing Orders and
from donations made at some of our fundraising events that qualify for Gift Aid through the Small Donations Scheme. As you can
see, this gives us a much needed 'boost' on our fundraising. Thank you to everyone who has contributed in this way.
Baby News - We are delighted to be able to announce the safe arrival of a son, Cadu, on 25th May to Tatiana and Sam Liebmann.
Many supporters will know of Sam from his great work for us in both Cambodia and Sierra Leone. Sending huge congratulations
and best wishes to all the Liebmann family.
Sally Nex
Purple Field Productions - www. ;purplefieldproductions.org - Registered charity number: 1127076
Help Purple Field Productions. Just by shopping online. Shop with your favourite stores and raise a donation for Purple
Field Productions. Click on the following link to start raising funds today!
http://give.as/charity/purplefieldproductions
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LIFE OF MINEHEAD MEETING JULY 2016-MAY 2017
Two highlights of our year have been celebrations of relationships. In October 2016 at a special Meeting for Worship, Gian
Zucchelli and his wife Chris, who had been married in a civil ceremony, celebrated 35 years of marriage in the presence of their
two sons and many friends. On May 20 we met in the Tithe Barn community hall in Dunster for the wedding of our Friend Maggie
King and Matthew Ensor. For the sake of the many guests unfamiliar with Quaker practice, there was music and readings chosen
by children and grandchildren, and a good period of Quaker worship during which Maggie and Matthew were married. A time of
fellowship and refreshments followed and the day ended with dancing for those with stamina.
We have welcomed Jenny Gateau into membership, and she has encouraged fellow Anglicans to join us at our Friday
lunchtime Meetings once a month. These half-hour times of worship followed by lunch together have continued to be a source of
encouragement to us and an opportunity for people with other commitments on Sunday mornings to join with us in worship and
fellowship. We miss our friend Louise Melbourne who has moved to be nearer family following the death of John, and sometime
attenders Bob and Linda Wright, who also moved to be nearer to family. However, we have welcomed visitors during the year,
some of whom have stayed with us for a time.
Our fellowship is strengthened by an hour of discussion, talks, learning together once a month following Meeting for
Worship. We have continued to hold evening discussions and opportunities to share readings and music though increasingly
people prefer daytime gatherings. More social events have been our annual New Year gathering to which we always invite those
less closely attached to the Meeting, and a lunch provided by Gian and Chris Zucchelli in their home proved a very popular way of
raising over £500 for famine relief in the Yemen.
We value our involvement with Area Meeting, with representation on the business group, Trustees, and the management
of Taunton Meeting House. Several of us supported the special events in the first year of Taunton’s reopening. In common with
many groups of Quakers we have to consider how to fill necessary roles in the Meeting.
We have made improvements to our premises during the year, mainly funded by Area Meeting, but also from special gifts.
These have included replacement of the guttering, replacing the heavy stacking tables with lighter folding ones, new carpet in the
lobby, repairs in the kitchen, a new post for our notice outside. Replacing the large central table with a smaller one for Meeting for
Worship has given us a sense of drawing together in worship. Importantly we have also agreed a new lettings policy for the
premises, which are well used. One interesting result of this was that when we ordered White Poppies for Remembrance Day last
November, most of them were bought by other users of the premises.
Our involvement with Christians Together in Minehead (CTIM) is limited to a few of us, but we have joined in with the
exchange of pulpits and daily prayers in the Week of Prayer for Christian Unity, with Lent lunches, and with a day of celebration
“Love Minehead” initiated by the local Baptist Church celebrating 200 years in Minehead. We warmly supported a meeting to
explore action in support of Refugees, prompted by the concern of two of our members, and the hope is that Minehead will be able
to welcome a Syrian family. We also support the local food bank and collect for RAFT (Refugee Aid from Taunton). Currently we
are trying to make our premises “Dementia friendly”.
We have written to our MP about the Taxes for Peace Bill, had a letter published in the local paper and written to all the candidates
for the County
Council
election
expressing
our concern
about
fracking. We
have
also
written to all
the general
election
candidates
about climate
concerns and
forced
migration.
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Another view of the lovely flowers at June’s AM Meeting for Worship at Minehead
Minehead Friends very much appreciated so many coming to join us from across the Area Meeting for AM MfW.
Christina Lawson

WEST SOMERSET AREA MEETING QUIET DAY
Saturday, September 2nd 2017
Spiceland Meeting House
Arrive from 10am for a 10.30 start.
Tea and coffee available.
End at 4pm for tea and departure.
Elders and Overseers are planning an Area Meeting Quiet Day, facilitated by Fran Hicks and Avril Silk, on the theme of "Prayer
and Silence" inspired by the Appleseed method, exploring through creativity.
There will be no charge and basic art materials will be provided, but in order to keep costs down, please bring brushes, pens,
media etc. for your own use. If you have any tools and materials you are willing to share, that would be wonderful. If you have a
journal, or think you might like to do some journaling, we encourage you to bring a favourite notebook - and your favourite garden
chair!
Please bring food to share.
Fran and Avril would find it very helpful if you would let them know if you hope to attend the Quiet Day. Please contact them on:
AvrilSilk@aol.com 01823 672131
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REFLECTIONS ON THE QUAKER TAPESTRY VISIT IN MAY/JUNE
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AND FINALLY… ON A WHIM YOUR EDITOR GOOGLED QUAKER HUMOUR…
Quakers came close to Baptists, Methodists, Jehovah’s Witnesses and Scientologists with nearly four hundred thousand results –
half the number for Muslim humour but more than Seventh Day Adventists. Buddhists, Hindus, Sikhs and atheists each garnered
around half a million or so; Jewish humour clocked in with over a million results. There were twenty million entries for Christian
humour. I had to stop researching as I was wasting an awful lot of time but I will say the Plymouth Brethren search yielded the
lowest number overall – and lots of their entries were actually about a musical duo…
I came across @quakerhumour on Twitter but had to apply to be allowed to read the tweets. I’ve not yet been accepted! The strap
line was: Funnier than Puritans. Just.
Most of the Quakers jokes were deeply unfunny and overly concerned with porridge – but these raised a smile…

Q:
How
many
Quakers
does
it
take
to
change
a
light
bulb?
A: Thirty-three: One to raise a concern at Preparative Meeting that the light bulb is no
longer working. Ten at PM to set up a light bulb replacement subgroup to send a report to
Monthly Meeting. Three to work on the subgroup and report to MM. Fifteen at MM to
discern that the right way forward is to change the light bulb. One to report back to
Meeting that the bulb is going to be changed. One person to change the bulb. One person to
write an article for the MM newsletter about changing the bulb. One to write a letter to The
Friend saying that the decision about changing the light bulb had not been in Right Ordering.
A hundred years or so back, an American Quaker farmer hears a noise downstairs, and he
sneaks out to take a look. He sees a burglar ransacking his living room, so he gets his bird
gun. He sneaks downstairs and, aiming the shotgun at the man’s back, he says, “Pardon me,
Friend, but thou art standing right where I’m about to shoot.”
Two Quakers walk into a bar, immediately realise their error, and leave without incident.
There is an old Quaker joke about a stranger who came into a Quaker meeting. Nothing was
happening, so the man leaned over and asked one of the Friends, "When is the service going
to
start?"
The Friend whispered back, "The service will start outside after the end of worship.”
In England Richard Tapper Cadbury passed a fop, who looked at the Quaker's plain dress and
said, "I don't step aside for fools." Cadbury moved out of his way quietly and said, "But I do."
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